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By Annabeth Miller,
ShowMeTimes Editor

It’s a bright, sunny morning and Nathan and Linda Hull are standing along a busy Highway 60, a few miles east of Dexter. 
Cars, trucks and 18-wheelers whiz by, many honking their horns and waving as they pass.  The wind  keeps thing cool as 
they stand by their van in a little clearing to a farm field.

And the Hulls are holding steady – keeping their white cross in place for traveler’s to see – and remember. It’s a simple 
white cross – five feet white by 10 feet tall. But on Good Friday it makes a simple, yet powerful, statement.

The Hulls are just two of the many volunteers who are a part of a unique Good Friday experience sponsored by Carry the 
Cross ministry. On this Good Friday the Hulls and other and “crossing” Missouri – with folks holding cross along U.S. 
Highway 60 from the Illinois line to Oklahoma, and on U.S. 63 from Iowa to Arkansas.

On this Good Friday – the day Christians around the world mark the day Jesus was crucified on a cross – the Carry the Cross 
volunteers in Missouri are a visible reminder of the significance of this weekend to Believers.

“There are 169 crosses from the Illinois line to Poplar Bluff,” Nathan explained as Linda holds their cross. He said another 
60 cross are being held along the highway in Poplar Bluff.

A big rig passes by, creating a strong wake as Linda holds onto the cross. He sounds his horn, and they enthusiastically 
wave. Nathan explained there are folks holding the simple, white crosses throughout the state – n Jefferson City, Joplin, 
Willow Springs, Columbia.

“It’s our witness on this Good Friday,” he said.

Carry the Cross has a mission today - to mobilize thousands of Christians to create the largest cross in the world - 3,000 life 
size crosses, one every quarter of a mile, along Highways 60 and 63 in the ShowMe State.
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“Each cross also encourages you to stand with or carry a cross wherever you are in the world on this day,” said organizer 
David Craig. Carry the Cross is not affiliated with any single denomination, but “is representing a single person – Jesus 
Christ.”
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Carry the Cross
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